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Abstract. Due to the convenience of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), we intend to build a Medication
Safety WSN system. Nowadays, medication administration can be quiet complex encompasses information
of inpatients, drugs and data storages. Therefore, potential medication errors may exist often caused by false
human judgment or lack of human resource (e.g. outnumbered nurses), and threats may occur because of the
vulnerability of wireless communication. In this paper we propose a mutual authentication protocol for WSN
on medication safety to fit the IT infrastructure of hospitals. The performance of the protocol is verified and
simulated using Verilog hardware description language.
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1. Introduction
In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), the sensor nodes are distributed in the environment to collect
information according to detection of an event; data is sent to the user or base-station, which allows the user
to have further analysis and processing. By applying the characteristics of wireless sensor networks can
reduce human resource costs and errors [1] on each particular site data collection of information. In
exchanging information for wireless sensor network via wireless transmission, the data protection of
transmission must be disposed; otherwise data interception and tampering on transmission can happen easily,
which will also cause the base-station to receive false message, and further result in unexpected damage. For
example: the sensor network may be deployed in a medical monitoring system, if it is vulnerable to attacks,
the messages or personal information that are transmitting in progress can be tampered or stolen, which may
consequence in the danger of personal privacy and safety, thus, the security of data transmission for wireless
sensor the network is a important issue to be discussed. In order to achieve application of secure
authentication, usually involves encryption technology to protect data privacy and integrity, where a security
system of wireless sensor network can be established by mutual authentication protocol, which can
effectively ensure the security of communication between the transmitter and receiver. In this paper, we
intend to utilize the cover coding between the sensor nodes to realize wireless sensor network mutual
authentication protocol and achieve security requirements.

2. Background Review
Wireless sensor networks send messages through a wireless communication media, where often the
attacker is able to conduct a connection through an anonymous message transmission, making it vulnerable
to attacks. Hence, in order to prevent the possibilities of security breaching, many of these issues are
considered and the implementation on the performance of special symmetry cryptography have been
proposed continuously, for example, Hight [2], DESXL [3], Present [4] and so on. In the application of
wireless network, both side of the party must have a public key to manage protocol and create a pair of keys
between sensor nodes, there are currently many researches that explore this area of topic [5-6]. One
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commonly seen is enable the network of sensor node to have a secure operation for basic conditions, the
encryption keys between nodes accomplishes communication security.
Despite many studies on security issues of recent wireless sensor network have been published, the
current research report shows that user identity verification in wireless sensor network has not been
addressed adequately. For example, the use of different keys to manage protocol for supporting a specific
function of sensor network are often been referred [7]. Recently, Wong et al [8] proposed a dynamic user
authentication scheme for wireless sensor network, which includes registration, login and user authentication.
Tseng et al [9] also proposed a revised protocol to improve the defects on the work of Wong et al; the
solution includes registration, login, user authentication and password change. However, the protocol of
Tseng et al does not have mutual authentication mechanism between the user and sensor nodes, nor between
the sensor gate and sensor node, hence exists the threat of attack.

3. Security Methodology
For the purpose of ensuring safe data transmission and access, we have improved the original one-way
hash function of Tseng et al who proposed mutual authentication protocol, and then a KeyGen() algorithm is
created to encrypt the transmitting data with reference to the authentication mechanism given by Tseng et al,
thus leading to a new mutual authentication mechanism of WSN.
According to definition, when wireless transmission of data is in progress, if the node receives the correct
access information MsgA and password PW, the command message will then be permitted, we assume MsgA
and PW is 32 bit message data, and its expression are:
…
…

(1)
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The random number will be set to 16 bit for Rt and Rm, and substitute MsgA into KeyGen () algorithm to
obtain the key Keyx, the expression is:
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Calculation from encryption function KeyGen () obtains Keyx, then execute XOR on the transmitting
data Msgx will generate CCMsgx which accomplishes an encryption. Afterwards, the encryption only
requires Keyx and execute XOR once again to decode, the expression is:
(7)
(8)

4. MS-WSN Protocol
In this section, we propose a Medication Safety WSN protocol (MS-WSN) which provides a solution to
improve medication safety based on WSN technology. Safe drug procedure: A nurse is given the prescription
of a particular inpatient and the tag of the inpatient is read through a PDA- which acts as a reader. Then the
PDA updates inpatient’s identification, UrKey to Hospital Info System (HIS) hence the registration phase.
Afterwards, PDA and pharmacy receives random number to proceed login phase. At last, the authentication
phase, the nurse sends message via PDA to unit dose to verify validity and message continues back to the
PDA and finally, authentication calculation with the inpatient to complete authentication phase. This system
is designed to adapt the IT infrastructure of modern hospital.
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The three phases of the protocol are shown in figure 1 and details are as follows:
The first section is registration
Step 1 PDA will self-generate and save random number RM and UrKey, utilizing KeyGen() algorithm
and ID to compute x.
Step 2 PDA sends x then demand (HIS) to generate random number RN and password PW.
Step 3 After HIS receives demand from PDA, begins to generate and save random number RN, TS and
password PW, ID and PW employs KeyGen() to compute P, then P⊕PW produce CCPWx, and
then use CRC-16to produce PWGK.
Step 4 After PDA and pharmacy receives PWGK, TS and RN from HIS, proceed decode and save
PWGK, and ends the registration phase.
The second section access message phase
Step 1 Pharmacy receives random number RN and Msg that is to be sent and password PW, then
employs KeyGen() algorithm and CRC-16 to generate MUK.
Step 2 Pharmacy sends MUK, x* and t1 to PDA through unit dose.
Step 3 After PDA receive information from pharmacy, simultaneously records time t2 and examine (t2 t1)>△T. If it is in the legitimate time range, begins to produce MGK, and verifies if the MUK and
x* from user matches with saved data, when valid save MGK and T1.
Step 4 PDA sends MGK, x*, t1 and t3 to inpatient.
Step 5 After inpatient receives information from PDA, simultaneously records time t4 and examine (t4 t3)>△T. If it is in the legitimate time range, begins to produce MSK, and verifies if the MGK and
x* from user matches with saved data, when valid save MSK and T1.
Step 6 After PDA receive MSK, x*, t1 and t5 from inpatient, access message phase is completed.
The third section authentication phase
Step 1 After PDA receives information from inpatient, simultaneously record time to examine (t6–
t5)>△T, and verifies if t1 from user exist on the list of saved data, when one of the two
requirements fails will end the authentication phase. Afterwards, examine if MGK and x matches
with MSK and x*.
Step 2 Unit dose receives MGK*, t1, x* and t7 from PDA.
Step 3 After Unit dose receives information, simultaneously record time to examine (t8– t7)>△T, and
verifies if t1 from user exist on the list of saved data, when one of the two requirements fails will
end the authentication phase. Afterwards, examine if MSK and x matches with MGK and x*.
Step 4 Unit dose sends MSK*, t1, x* and t9 to inpatient.
Step 5 After inpatient receives information, simultaneous record the time t10 to examine (t10– t9)>△T, and
verifies if t1 from user exist on the list of saved data, when one of the two requirements fails will
end the authentication phase. If it is in the legitimate time range, begins to decode and verifies if
MSK* and x* from sensor node matches with saved data MUK and x, then decode x* to generate
UrKey*, then verify if it matches, once valid end authentication phase.
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Figure 1 Medication Safety WSN protocol

5. Design and Implementation
A system structure is provided by utilizing Altera Quartus II software, the hardware frame is as shown in
figure 6. First of all, RTX and RMX is send to 4_to_2Choose module to do optional XOR operation, then set 2
Inputs from 4_to_2 Choose module, and choose MsgA or PW from 2_to_1 Choose module for KeyGen()
algorithm computation, and last, set output to internal Register1 or Register2 for temporary store from
1_to_2 Choose module, then Register1 and Register2set to feedback or output. Output “Control” set by
“Choose module” is applied by the state machine for signal control.
Figure 7 shows KeyGen() algorithm simulation results. In this simulation, “RTN_do” and “RMN_do”
has been used as a control signal for random number generating, when control signal is high begin
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generating random number, we set access message MsgA=12345678, password PW=ABCDEF01; for
random numbers generate RT=6C00, RM=CF03 when “RTN_do” and “RMN_do” turns high. The
computation results are two key data string KeyM=3333, KeyL=33DD; here (MsgA)M, (MsgA)L proceed XOR
operation and encryption, CCMsgM=2107, CCMsgL=65A5.

Figure 2 System framework of WSN

Figure 3 KeyGen() algorithm simulation results

6. Conclusion
In this paper WSN mutual authentication framework has been provided, KeyGen() algorithm was
applied in mutual authentication framework to enhance the security of hiding original information. The
design application on WSN system is proposed to realize authentication relation between sensor nodes on
wireless sensor network and its application in medication safety has also been verified. The system
performance is also realized through Verilog hardware description language to accomplish the framework
design of each related module and system for medication purpose electronic devices.
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